In the spirit of the ASU Charter, inclusive excellence is our commitment to all backgrounds, identities and perspectives, which furthers our practice of equity and inclusion. In honor of Women’s History Month, the university celebrates its rich expertise and culture through stories and opportunities to connect.

We invite you to forward this email to colleagues so they may subscribe.

In this email:

 Updates

 Sun Devil Spotlights

 Events

The Academic Enterprise has begun its search for a visionary and dynamic leader to serve as vice provost for inclusive excellence. We invite you to apply or nominate an ambitious candidate for our consideration!

Minority-Serving Institutions are eligible for funding and opportunities earmarked for schools with this status, and the Knowledge Enterprise has outlined them for you.

ASU students, faculty and staff recognized for contributions to inclusion

At the annual Catalyst Ceremony, individuals, groups and programs are being honored to ensure a greater sense of belonging for all. The university is committed to its mission of providing a quality education through equal opportunity and excellence.

Multicultural Communities of Excellence

Spring Faculty Series with Multicultural Communities of Excellence

Wednesdays, 3 p.m. — virtually or in person at the Student Pavilion, room 321.

Multicultural Communities of Excellence Tempe launched a semester-long series to cultivate inclusive excellence through discussion on a range of topics. This includes a reframing from traditional “women’s issues” to liberating conditions for women and otherwise oppressed genders and sexualities.

Want to share the latest news, event or program? Share with us at inclusion@asu.edu.

Moments of Excellence

March 2023

Updates from the Office

Sun Devil Spotlight

ASU receives award for Afghan Women’s Education Project

Cronkite School is a recipient of a grant to assess needs of historically Black colleges and universities

Initiative aims to reduce gender-based violence in El Salvador

At 14 years old, Alena Wicker is pursuing a degree at ASU and a dream to work with astronauts

Upcoming Events

Stand-Up, Stand-Down: Success for All Women at Arizona State University

Wednesday, March 22, 4:30–6 p.m.

Join the Faculty Women of Color Caucus for a discussion with Kathryn Sophia Belle, founder of the Collegium of Black Women Philosophers, about building success for faculty women of color.

Black History at ASU: The Legacy of Dr. J. Eugene Grigsby Jr.

Wednesday, March 22, 5:30–7 p.m.

Celebrate the opening of an exhibit featuring renowned artist, educator and activist J. Eugene Grigsby Jr., and engaging works of art by other Black artists mentored by Grigsby.

J. Eugene Grigsby Jr. Exhibit: Artists Roundtable

Tuesday, March 28, 5–6:30 p.m.

Join Jessica Salow, assistant archivist of Black Collections at the ASU Library, artist Clottee Hammons and Senina Woods-Harris for an online conversation about the stories behind the Black History Exhibit.

Staff Council Third Annual Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Conference

Thursday, March 30, 8:30 a.m.–2:15 p.m.

Join virtually for a day of learning, growth and connection.

We will hear from an array of presenters — including Jeff McGee, a professor, speaker and author — sharing stories and strategies that foster belonging.

Center for the Study of Race and Democracy 10th Delivering Democracy program

Saturday, April 1, 5 p.m.

Wynton Marsalis, the legendary Grammy and Pulitzer Prize-winning musician, trumpeter, composer and teacher, will host and celebrate this milestone through dialogue and a concert.

#1 in the U.S. for innovation

ASU ahead of MIT and Stanford – U.S. News & World Report, 8 years, 2016–2023
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